TECHNICAL INFORMATION SHEET

BIOCIDES - MOSS KILLER

BATICLEAN CR
CONCENTRATED MOSS KILLER, BACTERICIDE, FUNGICIDE, ALGICIDE, BIOCIDE

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATIONS
BATICLEAN CR is a concentrated water based biocide solution designed for the curative and
preventive treatment of hard surfaces covered with moss, algae, lichen, mould and algae.
BATICLEAN CR is pH neutral and does not attack or modify any surface so is ideal for delicate
surfaces such as wood, metal, stone, slate, plaster, paint etc. As well as killing and stopping fungicidal
growth, it is left on the surface to help prevent the spread of spores. It has a preventive and curative
action when left on roofs, walls and other surfaces so that moss and algae cannot develop. It is non
toxic and non contaminating for the environment.- Strong penetrative power on all materials.- Does
not stain nor modify the surface.- Non toxic, contains no hazardous materials, pH neutral, excellent
stability during storage.

E

CHARACTERISTICS
Appearance:
Water Solubility:
pH:

Clear LiquidREACTION
Colourless liquid
Totally soluble
Neutral

Examples of Use: roofs, including tile, felt and thatch; patios, stone, tarmac, carpets, painted
surfaces, wooden fences, furniture, swimming pool and harbour surrounds, terraces, decking, tennis
courts, rockeries.

METHOD OF USE
PREPARATION: Surfaces should be dry. Wait at least 24 hours after rain or use a stronger
solution. Following high pressure water cleaning, wait until dry. SHAKE BEFORE USE. Best used 10 25°C
Supplied as a concentrate for dilution. Dilute according to strength required and surface to be treated.
Dilute 15 to 25% in water to cover (once diluted) 5-6m2 per litre.Brush: With a flat brush on very rough
surfaces or a roller (can be fed continually with an airless pump) for small surfaces.Spray: Spray or
gun with variable jet nozzle. Saturate surface.

SPCB UK Ltd will not be responsible for any use which does not comply with our instructions.
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